2019 Dyslexia Day on the Hill & Rally
Join Minnesota’s Dyslexia Community and
Raise Your Voice in the Rotunda with us!
Date: Thursday, February 28th, 2019
Agenda: 1:00-1:15 Participate in group dyslexia photo in the Rotunda.

1:15-2:15 Rally Begins! Introduction, Ambassadors, Legislators, Rally Chant
2:15 Crowd adjourn to meet Legislators and drop off your poster

Place: Minnesota State Capitol Rotunda
Dyslexia Day on the Hill and Rally is a family friendly event for parents, children, educators, and
professionals from around the state. We gather at the Capitol to raise awareness about dyslexia and
inform policy makers on best practices for students with dyslexia.
Hey Kids!!! Have your voices heard and meet other students with dyslexia:
● Bring a poster with a slogan: Please show your support by bringing a poster to show unity!
Examples: Say Dyslexia; Childhood Has No Rewind - Start Seeing Dyslexia; Equitable Education
for ALL; Dyslexia: Solutions for Struggling Readers OR create your own!
● Bring a 3” x 5” student or family photo *It will be used to make a leave behind poster.
For Families:
● Meet with your legislators: This is one of the key actions at the Rally. Constituents can impact
policy by meeting their legislators and sharing personal local stories! Legislators have explicitly
expressed interest in meeting with families from their district! You can find your MN Senator and
MN House Member at http://www.gis.leg.mn/iMaps/districts/. Call today to
schedule an appointment.
This is a free event but we need your RSVP! To Sign up follow one of the links below:

http://www.decodingdyslexiamn.org or https://www.facebook.com/decodingdyslexiamn/

2019 Dyslexia Day on the Hill and Rally
Thursday, February 28th
We look forward to gathering at the MN State Capitol and having our voices
heard to support children with dyslexia.
Agenda:
1:00-1:15
1:15-2:15
2:15
2:30-3:00

Participate in group dyslexia photo in the Rotunda & Mingle.
Rally Begins! Introduction, Ambassadors, Legislators, Rally Chant
Crowd adjourn to meet Legislators.
Meet with your Legislator and drop off your poster

Logistics for the day:
● Why is it important to attend? We need to show Legislators that dyslexia is real

and that it affects a significant part of the population. We need their support for
legislative change to help our children who contend with dyslexia. Legislators tell us that
they want to hear from families in their district. We are receiving increased support from
Legislators and have been told it is because of the increased awareness from
constituents reaching out to them. It is also a great opportunity for students to see
democracy at work and to find strength in numbers.

● Engage your children: We want children to bring their voices to the Capitol.

Consider making a poster (or half poster) to bring to the Rally. Also, bring a 3” x 5”
(vertical) photo and we will have signs that can be left with your legislators.

● FAQ about the MN Legislature
●

Who Represents Me? Link to finding your legislators Representatives have their offices

in the State Office Building and Senators have their offices in the MN Senate Building.
You can connect between these buildings using the tunnel system or by walking outside.
Even if you were not able to make an appointment, you can go by your Legislator’s office
and let their Legislative Assistant know you are there in support of children with dyslexia
and bill numbers SF 116 / H
 F 1495, SF 196 / HF 1494, and SF 651 / HF 1496.

● Lunch options: The Rathskeller Café is located in the basement of the Capitol. There
are also cafeterias in the Centennial Office Building and the Transportation Building.
Menus are online. A
 lso, consider bringing a packed lunch.

● Where to park? Capitol Parking Map

On the map, parking lots are shaded yellow
and pay stations are indicated by the circled blue P. The parking lot pay machines only
take Visa, MC, or cash. Parking meters can only be filled for 2 hours at a time. There is
an app for St Paul parking meters to refill them remotely (remember your spot/parking
number).

Please email decoding.dyslexia.mn@gmail.com with any questions.
Click here to support Decoding Dyslexia MN

2019 Talking points Unlocking your personal dyslexia story
Ideas for talking to your Senator or Representative
When you meet with your legislators, be prepared to share your experience with dyslexia in a compact and
impactful manner. It could be helpful to write your story in a free flowing fashion and then condense it into
an “elevator speech”. The reason for compacting your story is not to discredit your struggles, but to make
sure it is heard. Legislators typically give 15 minute appointments and they hear from many constituents.
The goal is for your story to be remembered because it is honest, sincere, impactful, and there are practical
evidence based solutions.
First, let them know why you are there -- you are asking for their support of dyslexia legislation (SF 116 / HF 1495,
SF 196 / HF 1494, and SF 651 / HF 1496) and would like to share your story.
Find out what they know about dyslexia by asking a question:
Example: You can ask questions based on statistics (see awareness document for statistics). Did you know that
according to the 2018 MN Report Card, 44% of MN 3rd graders are not considered proficient per the MCA test? Does
that concern you? What solutions are you working on?
Example: Do you know anyone who has dyslexia?
Example: Ask “getting to know you” type questions such as, “What motivated you to serve MN?”
If you don’t know the answer to a question that they ask you, then that is okay. Simply let them know that you will look
into it and get back to them.

Tell your story:
Beginning: Share the basics: who are you; who is your child; are you a teacher or other service provider? Share

some positives: how has your child been successful with tutoring or other remediations that you have been able to
provide? Share the amazing gifts in your child such as their imagination, etc.

Middle: What are your concerns? Define your struggles and concerns clearly. Give real life examples such as, “I

was told to wait and that my child would grow into reading; however, now my child has been tested revealing that he
is two grade levels behind in his reading/writing/spelling abilities.” or “My child is getting services but they are not
making any impact. The services are not based on evidence based programs for dyslexics.”

End: Then you want to express why the legislation is important to you. Example: Tell them how you have teachers
who want to help your child, but are stifled by a lack of knowledge.

Ask them about their position on the bills: Are they supportive? Is there more information they would like? Be
thankful for their time even if they are not supportive! Please let us know about your meeting at
decoding.dyslexia.mn@gmail.com.

Other helpful information when speaking with your legislators:
DO: mention new research supports, new evidence shows - be factual
DON’T: convey a message with a chip on the shoulder, anger, or frustration - leave out your emotions
DO: sound empathetic, informational, educational
DO: ensure it is very clear we are not here for ourselves! We are here to provide information and our personal

experience as a conduit to equitable education for all MN kids. We are here to help close the achievement gap. We
are here for the children and families who lack the education and resources to advocate for their children's education.

Below you will find a template to create a letter to your MN Senator AND your MN Representative about
dyslexia. Delete the highlighted sections, and change it to your personal information.
Email the same letter to both your MN Senator and MN Representative.
Dear Senator ________ OR Representative ________,
I am a constituent in your district, and I write to you today on behalf of my child who, like approximately
135,000 Minnesota students with dyslexia, struggles with reading.
Remove this paragraph and insert your short personal story here.... Only one of my three children
qualify for an IEP (Independent Education Plan) and I need to advocate almost weekly to make sure
their educational needs are met. But even with an IEP, the correct remediation programs are not
offered so we have to pay for my children to receive Orton-Gillingham instruction. I feel blessed we are
able to offer our children the opportunity to read and write. However, I know for many Minnesota
families this expense is not obtainable.
This session, I hope you will support dyslexia legislation:
•

SF 116 / HF 1495 Dyslexia teacher professional development for 5-year recertification. The
reading preparation must include at least five clock hours of training on dyslexia

•

SF 196 / HF 1494 Dyslexia teacher training requirement for teacher preparation programs
(Higher Education). Board-approved teacher preparation programs for teachers of elementary
education, early childhood education, special education, and reading intervention must include
instruction on dyslexia. Instruction on dyslexia must be in conjunction with the knowledge and
practice standards of the International Dyslexia Association.

•

SF 651 / HF 1496 Dyslexia screening requirement. A school district must screen students for
dyslexia.

For the future of our Minnesota children who struggle with reading or who have been diagnosed with
dyslexia, I ask for your support of the above bills on dyslexia. With your help, we can close the
achievement gap and help all students receive an equitable education! I greatly appreciate your time
and support.
Sincerely,

*** ADD NAME***
***ADD ADDRESS*** VERY IMPORTANT - to show that you are their constituent

age

HF1495/SF116, HF1494/SF196, HF1496/SF651

What I wish people knew about dyslexia:

I support bill numberT:

Legislative District:

My name is

I am Dyslexia

Description
Dyslexia screening requirement

Senate File - SF 651
SENATE AUTHORS: CHAMBERLAIN, Eichorn, Clausen, Wiger and Anderson, P.

as introduced
1.1

A bill for an act

1.2
1.3

relating to education; requiring screening for dyslexia;amending Minnesota Statutes
2018, section 120B.12, subdivision 2.

1.4

BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA:

1.5

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 2018, section 120B.12, subdivision 2, is amended to read:

1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
1.10
1.11

Subd. 2.Identification; report. (a) Each school district shall must identify before the
end of kindergarten, grade 1, and grade 2 students who are not reading at grade level before
the end of the current school year and shall must identify students in grade 3 or higher who
demonstrate a reading difficulty to a classroom teacher. A school district must screen for
dyslexia (1) all students beginning in kindergarten and no later than the beginning of grade
2, and (2) any student in grade 2 or higher who is identified as not reading at grade level.

1.12
1.13
1.14
1.15
1.16
1.17

(b) Reading assessments in English, and in the predominant languages of district students
where practicable, must identify and evaluate students' areas of academic need related to
literacy. The district also must monitor the progress and provide reading instruction
appropriate to the specific needs of English learners. The district must use a locally adopted,
developmentally appropriate, and culturally responsive assessment, and annually report
summary assessment results to the commissioner by July 1.

1.18
1.19
1.20
1.21
1.22

(c) The district also must annually report to the commissioner by July 1 a summary of
the district's efforts to screen and identify students with:
(1) dyslexia, using screening tools such as those recommended by the department's
dyslexia specialist; or
(2) convergence insufficiency disorder.

2.1
2.2

(b) (d) A student identified under this subdivision must be provided with alternate
instruction under section 125A.56, subdivision 1.

2.3

EFFECTIVE DATE. This section is effective July 1, 2019.

Description
Dyslexia screening requirement

House File - HF 1496
HOUSE AUTHORS as of 2/21: Edelson, Daniels, Erickson, Cantrell

as introduced
1.1

A bill for an act

1.2
1.3

relating to education; requiring screening for dyslexia;amending Minnesota Statutes
2018, section 120B.12, subdivision 2.

1.4

BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA:

1.5

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 2018, section 120B.12, subdivision 2, is amended to read:

1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
1.10
1.11
1.12

Subd. 2.Identification; report. (a) Each school district shall must identify before the
end of kindergarten, grade 1, and grade 2 students who are not reading at grade level before
the end of the current school year and shall must identify students in grade 3 or higher who
demonstrate a reading difficulty to a classroom teacher. A school district must screen all
students for dyslexia before the end of kindergarten and must additionally screen for dyslexia
no later than the beginning of grade 2 any student who is identified with characteristics of
dyslexia or who is not reading at grade level.

1.13
1.14
1.15
1.16
1.17
1.18

(b) Reading assessments in English, and in the predominant languages of district students
where practicable, must identify and evaluate students' areas of academic need related to
literacy. The district also must monitor the progress and provide reading instruction
appropriate to the specific needs of English learners. The district must use a locally adopted,
developmentally appropriate, and culturally responsive assessment, and annually report
summary assessment results to the commissioner by July 1.

1.19
1.20
1.21
2.1
2.2
2.3

(c) The district also must annually report to the commissioner by July 1 a summary of
the district's efforts to screen and identify students with toward and results from screening
and identifying students with:
(1) dyslexia, using screening tools such as those recommended by the department's
dyslexia specialist; or
(2) convergence insufficiency disorder.

2.4
2.5

(b) (d) A student identified under this subdivision must be provided with alternate
instruction under section 125A.56, subdivision 1.

2.6

EFFECTIVE DATE. This section is effective July 1, 2020.

Description
Teacher preparation programs instruction on dyslexia requirement

Senate File - SF 196
SENATE AUTHORS: CLAUSEN, Chamberlain, Draheim, Isaacson and Anderson, P.

as introduced
1.1

A bill for an act

1.2
1.3
1.4

relating to education; requiring teacher preparation programs to include instruction
on dyslexia; requiring a report;amending Minnesota Statutes 2018, section
122A.092, subdivision 5.

1.5

BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA:

1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
1.10
1.11
1.12
1.13
1.14
1.15
1.16
1.17
1.18
1.19
1.20
1.21
1.22
1.23
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9
2.10
2.11
2.12
2.13
2.14
2.15
2.16
2.17
2.18
2.19

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 2018, section 122A.092, subdivision 5, is amended to read:
Subd. 5.Reading strategies. (a) All colleges and universities approved by the
Professional Educator Licensing and Standards Board to prepare persons for classroom
teacher licensure must include in their teacher preparation programs research-based best
practices in reading, consistent with section 122A.06, subdivision 4, that enables the licensure
candidate to teach reading in the candidate's content areas. Teacher candidates must be
instructed in using students' native languages as a resource in creating effective differentiated
instructional strategies for English learners developing literacy skills. These colleges and
universities also must prepare early childhood and elementary teacher candidates for Tier
3 and Tier 4 teaching licenses under sections 122A.183 and 122A.184, respectively, for the
portion of the examination under section 122A.185, subdivision 1, paragraph (c), covering
assessment of reading instruction.
(b) Board-approved teacher preparation programs for teachers of elementary education
must require instruction in applying comprehensive, scientifically based evidence-based,
and balanced structured reading instruction programs that:
(1) teach students to read using foundational knowledge, practices, and strategies
consistent with section 122A.06, subdivision 4, so that all students achieve continuous
progress in reading; and
(2) teach specialized instruction in reading strategies, interventions, and remediations
that enable students of all ages and proficiency levels to become proficient readers.
(c) Board-approved teacher preparation programs for teachers of elementary education,
early childhood education, special education, and reading intervention must include
instruction on dyslexia, as defined in section 125A.01, subdivision 2. Teacher preparation
programs may consult with the Department of Education, including the dyslexia specialist
under section 120B.122, to develop instruction under this paragraph. Instruction on dyslexia
must be in conjunction with the knowledge and practice standards of the International
Dyslexia Association, and must address:
(1) the nature and symptoms of dyslexia;
(2) resources available for students who show characteristics of dyslexia;
(3) evidence-based instructional strategies for students who show characteristics of
dyslexia, including the structured literacy approach;
(4) best practices for assisting students who show characteristics of dyslexia and their
parents; and
(5) outcomes of intervention and lack of intervention for students who show
characteristics of dyslexia.
(c) (d) Nothing in this section limits the authority of a school district to select a school's
reading program or curriculum.

2.20
2.21
2.22
2.23
2.24

Sec. 2. REPORT.
The Professional Educator Licensing and Standards Board must provide a preliminary
report to the members of the senate and house of representatives committees with jurisdiction
over educational issues on teacher preparation development under Minnesota Statutes,
section 122A.092, subdivision 5, paragraph (c), by .......

Description
Teacher preparation programs instruction on dyslexia requirement

House File - HF 1494
HOUSE AUTHORS as of 2/21: KUNESH-PODEIN, Runbeck, Daniels, Erickson, Edelson, Cantrell

as introduced
1.1

A bill for an act

1.2
1.3
1.4

relating to education; requiring teacher preparation programs to include instruction
on dyslexia for all tiers of teaching licenses; requiring a report;amending Minnesota
Statutes 2018, section 122A.092, subdivision 5.

1.5

BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA:

1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
1.10
1.11
1.12
1.13
1.14
1.15
1.16
1.17
1.18
1.19
1.20
1.21
1.22
1.23
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9
2.10
2.11
2.12
2.13
2.14
2.15
2.16
2.17
2.18
2.19
2.20

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 2018, section 122A.092, subdivision 5, is amended to read:
Subd. 5.Reading strategies. (a) All colleges and universities approved by the
Professional Educator Licensing and Standards Board to prepare persons for classroom
teacher licensure must include in their teacher preparation programs research-based best
practices in reading, consistent with section 122A.06, subdivision 4, that enables the licensure
candidate to teach reading in the candidate's content areas. Teacher candidates must be
instructed in using students' native languages as a resource in creating effective differentiated
instructional strategies for English learners developing literacy skills. These colleges and
universities also must prepare early childhood and elementary teacher candidates for Tier
3 and Tier 4 teaching licenses under sections 122A.183 and 122A.184, respectively, for the
portion of the examination under section 122A.185, subdivision 1, paragraph (c), covering
assessment of reading instruction.
(b) Board-approved teacher preparation programs for teachers of elementary education
must require instruction in applying comprehensive, scientifically based evidence-based,
and balanced structured reading instruction programs that:
(1) teach students to read using foundational knowledge, practices, and strategies
consistent with section 122A.06, subdivision 4, so that all students achieve continuous
progress in reading; and
(2) teach specialized instruction in reading strategies, interventions, and remediations
that enable students of all ages and proficiency levels to become proficient readers.
(c) Board-approved teacher preparation programs for teachers of elementary education,
early childhood education, special education, and reading intervention must include
instruction on dyslexia, as defined in section 125A.01, subdivision 2. This requirement
applies to all tiers of teaching licenses under sections 122A.181 to 122A.184. Teacher
preparation programs may consult with the Department of Education, including the dyslexia
specialist under section 120B.122, to develop instruction under this paragraph. Instruction
on dyslexia must be in conjunction with the knowledge and practice standards of the
International Dyslexia Association, and must address:
(1) the nature and symptoms of dyslexia;
(2) resources available for students who show characteristics of dyslexia;
(3) evidence-based instructional strategies for students who show characteristics of
dyslexia, including the structured literacy approach;
(4) best practices for assisting students and parents of students who show characteristics
of dyslexia; and
(5) outcomes of intervention and lack of intervention for students who show
characteristics of dyslexia.
(c) (d) Nothing in this section limits the authority of a school district to select a school's
reading program or curriculum.

2.21
2.22
2.23
2.24
2.25

Sec. 2. REPORT.
The Professional Educator Licensing and Standards Board must provide a preliminary
report to the members of the senate and house of representatives committees with jurisdiction
over educational issues on teacher preparation development under Minnesota Statutes,
section 122A.092, subdivision 5, paragraph (c), by .......

Description
Dyslexia teacher training requirement for instructional strategies implementation for students with dyslexia

Senate File - SF 116
SENATE AUTHORS: CLAUSEN, Chamberlain, Hoffman, Kent and Pratt

as introduced
1.1

A bill for an act

1.2

relating to education; requiring teacher training to enable a teacher to implement

1.3

instructional strategies to meet the needs of students with dyslexia; amending

1.4

Minnesota Statutes 2018, section 122A.187, subdivision 5.

1.5

BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA:

1.6

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 2018, section 122A.187, subdivision 5, is amended to read:

1.7

Subd. 5.Reading preparation. (a) The Professional Educator Licensing and Standards

1.8

Board must adopt rules that require all licensed teachers who are renewing a Tier 3 or Tier

1.9

4 teaching license under sections 122A.183 and 122A.184, respectively, to include in the

1.10

renewal requirements further reading preparation, consistent with section 122A.06,

1.11

subdivision 4.

1.12

(b) The reading preparation under this subdivision must include training to enable a

1.13

teacher to:

1.14

(1) define and understand dyslexia as defined in section 125A.01, subdivision 2, and

1.15

recognize dyslexia characteristics in students;

1.16

(2) implement instructional strategies that are evidence-based, multisensory, systematic,

1.17

sequential, cumulative, and explicit to meet the needs of students with dyslexia or with

1.18

dyslexia characteristics; and

1.19

(3) identify and access Department of Education personnel and professional resources,

1.20

including international dyslexia organizations, to address dyslexia.

2.1

(c) The reading preparation must include at least five clock hours of training. The training

2.2

must be developed in consultation with the Department of Education dyslexia specialist

2.3

and approved by the commissioner.

2.4

(d) The rules adopted under this subdivision do not take effect until they are approved

2.5

by law. Teachers who do not provide direct instruction including, at least, counselors, school

2.6

psychologists, school nurses, school social workers, audiovisual directors and coordinators,

2.7

and recreation personnel are exempt from this section.

Description
Dyslexia teacher training requirement for instructional strategies implementation for students with dyslexia

House File - HF 1495
HOUSE AUTHORS as of 2/21: Kunesh-Podein, Runbeck, Daniels, Erickson, Edelson, Cantrell

as introduced
1.1

A bill for an act

1.2

relating to education; requiring teacher training to enable a teacher to implement

1.3

instructional strategies to meet the needs of students with dyslexia for all tiers of

1.4

teaching licenses;amending Minnesota Statutes 2018, section 122A.187,

1.5

subdivision 5.

1.6

BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA:

1.7

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 2018, section 122A.187, subdivision 5, is amended to read:

1.8
1.9

Subd. 5.Reading preparation. (a) The Professional Educator Licensing and Standards

Board must adopt rules that require all licensed teachers who are renewing a Tier 3 or Tier

1.10

4 teaching license under sections 122A.183 and 122A.181 to122A.184, respectively, to

1.11

include in the renewal requirements further reading preparation, consistent with section

1.12

122A.06, subdivision 4.

1.13

(b) The reading preparation under this subdivision must include training to enable a

1.14

teacher to:

1.15

(1) define and understand dyslexia as defined in section 125A.01, subdivision 2, and

1.16

recognize dyslexia characteristics in students;

1.17

(2) implement instructional strategies that are evidence-based, multisensory, systematic,

1.18

sequential, cumulative, and explicit to meet the needs of students with dyslexia or with

1.19

dyslexia characteristics; and

1.20

(3) identify and access Department of Education personnel and professional resources,

1.21

including international dyslexia organizations, to address dyslexia.

2.1

(c) The reading preparation must include at least five clock hours of training. The training

2.2

must be developed in consultation with the Department of Education dyslexia specialist

2.3

and approved by the commissioner.

2.4

(d) The rules adopted under this subdivision do not take effect until they are approved

2.5

by law. Teachers who do not provide direct instruction including, at least, counselors, school

2.6

psychologists, school nurses, school social workers, audiovisual directors and coordinators,

2.7

and recreation personnel are exempt from this section.
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Capitol Complex Tunnel System

NOTE #7 Freeman Office Building
Access to Freeman Office Building through east side, Green Level, Centennial Ramp.

NOTE #6 Centennial Office Building
From Veterans Service Building, enter Centennial Building on Level B. Turn left at first hallway,
then proceed to elevator lobby. Immediately behind elevator lobby north side is a stairway.
Take either elevator or stairway to Ground floor. Immediately east of north side elevators is a
hallway door. Labeling above the door reads “Tunnel to Judicial Center.”

Elevators in Transportation Building are accessible only with a keycard.

NOTE #5 Transportation Building
From State Office Building, enter on Ground Floor of Transportation Building and follow
hallway past Cafeteria to Elevator Lobby area. Across from elevators is a stairway door.
To right of door is a sign reading “Tunnel to Veterans Service Bldg. next level down.”
Take stairway to “Level B” of Transportation Building. Exit stairway to left in elevator lobby.
Go to carpeted area, then turn left in front of small vending machine area. Service Building
Tunnel to Veterans directly ahead.

NOTE #4 Transportation Building
Access to ground floor of Transportation Building from ground level of Ramp F.

NOTE #3 Capitol Building
Entering the Capitol Building from the Administration Ramp
is by keycard access only. Authorized users enter the
tunnel on Level B and will enter the Capitol, basement level.

The MN Senate Garage connects to the Capitol Building by tunnel.
Access to the tunnel is on Ground Floor of the MN Senate Building.
Take elevator from Ground to tunnel level and follow signage
for route to Capitol – enter Capitol on basement level.

NOTE #2 MN Senate Building
Parking for persons with disabilities visiting the Capitol or
MN Senate Building is in the MN Senate Garage.

NOTE #1 Administration Parking Ramp
From Capitol, tunnel enters Level B of Administration Parking Ramp.
Keycard access to Administration Building Ground Floor
from Ramp’s east stairway on Ramp Level E.

Movement through Capitol Complex Tunnel System
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